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Mount and Pecchio Are Victorious
"Cafetieria Campaign
Won It," claims_,- Mount
By Lynda Parker

V.P. Loser
Demands
A Recount
I

feel a campaign should be run on
issues and this one - definately
wasn't. There was a lac~ of interest
by students, and this was probably
because the election came about i;o
fast . We came back and everything
happened a week later. The spring,
election, I feel, will be based more
on issues."
When asked about his fufure
,Plans for the Government, Mount
responded, "Communications. I feel
communications
between students
-

•

After two weeks of campaigning,
c
, Or
capped' by two days of vigorous voteBy Lynda Parker
f
gathering in the cafeteria, John
John Mount.
Steve Pecchlo.
Mount
won the election for
Having lost by only two votes in
and its representing body are the. meetings rotated between Ral!lada, ' the Dormitory Government election,
President of Dormitory Government
key to a successful year. Without it Aquidneck, and~Main Campus. I r Mark Sullivan, candidate for Vice
with 192 votes. His opposing
n9 one knows _what anyone-. else would also like to spend more time President, said , "It was so close, I
candidate, Mike Keegan, put up a
wants. Also, to continue ideas with the Dean of Students, possibly want the votes to be recounted. I
good fight, but, as shown by his 147
brought up by the last semester's
votes, · not enough to win the
thought I was racking up points ·forgovernment. . I would ,--like to see
continued on page 8
necessary support of the stiiaent
a while when I was in the cafeteria. I
- body.
probably lost a few votes - from
In the race for Vice-President, the
people who didn't vote from my
margin of victory was not so wide.
unit."
Winning by only two votes, Steve
Keegan. candidate .for President,
Pecchio captured the position of
who lost by 45 votes, remarked, "I
~ce
President ·with 163 votes
thought it was pretty even up until
compared to the 161 votes of his
the end. My main cont rib uting
opposing candidate,.Mark Sullivan.
factor for losing was when John was
By Bill Winter
lrnmediately after the election,
in the Cafeteria. He just ran a better
Mount was asked how he felt , and
ca!llpaign in-the end."
William Nott, the Director of the
all he could say was, "I'm very
Keegan also said the major
Ph ysical
Plant, h as denied
excited''.. He went onto explain that ·allegations that an oversight on his
contributing factor to his loss was
"My cafeteria campaigning, bright
.!.!Nobody knew me Oil the main
part has cost the school $1800.
yellow posters and the people on my _
campus. Ramada was where a lot of
Nott claimed' that the charges that
floor were my main reaspn for
my votes came from. I a lso feel
he mistakenly spent $1800 to-.Jiuy
winning. I felt I wouldn 't have won
elections should have been held at
new windows and a new door for the
if I hadn't done this."
Aquidneck like they were at
recently completed addition to the
Pecchio . expressed similar sen- · bookstore, instead of reusing the old
·~ Ramada. Either that. o_r they shouldtiments .after the election when he
~nes, were "not true."
_
'~ have been held all day. Students
said. "I'm very happy." He ex:
.1 from Aquidneck don 't eat over here,
The allegations, made by a source
plained his victory by saying, " It was
E and that's when the elections were
close to the administration, said that
generally ·good publicity, the- ad in "" NQ!t. who did -all the planning and
; held."
0
the Quill, and the posters that I
"A lot of people fro m my unit ·ordering_ of materi<ils for the ad}
displayed in the units and - on the
- don't' have enough concern for the
dition , ordered the new windows ,
floors that-helped me win."
. and the door without waiting to find .
campus and they have a lack of selfWtU Nott, Director of the Physical Pt,ant, has denied charges
Moun Lelaborated on his cafetei:ia 1 out whether or not the old ones
confidence
in government on
that ·St800 was mistakenly spent to buy new windows and a
campaign by saying, "I talked to a i'- could have been used.. Furthermore,
campus" Sullivan said, "and I feel
nurnber of people who had never
:~:.the addition to the bookstore, Instead of re-u:lng t_~e
this is what hurt me."
·
stated the source, Nott did not even
seen that much campaigning before.'
knowthat the old, inside wall was to
1
Bobby Coll.amore, my campaign
be removed when 'the addition was
manager, ~ad alot to do with me
winning.
that Nott made ' a
Pecchio had other ideas on the
McKenna's ·, written · recom-1. descis ion."
By Kimberly Newton
same subject. "It got him electea, so
~ndation. Presi dent Rizzini · will
William O'Connell. th e acting
continued on page 8
obvio_usly it work,ed for ·him: but I
weigh the above factors and ma ke dean of st.udents. receiYed his B.A.
Vic'e President McKenna defined his final desc ision shortly after from RW\ in Socia l Sciences and
the position of th e Dean o_f Students February 14.
American Stud ies .. Bill was the
as. "the chief st ud ent life advisor
McKenna urged a ll st udents to Director of Residentia l Life for years
and the chief student advocate,' ' participate in this search by writing and he has been the Acting Dean of
during a recent interview in which written recommendations to eit her Students for J 1/ 2 yea rs. Bill is
he spoke of the impending search himself or Ri zzini . because he feels prese ntl y working for his Masters
for the eorrect candidate to fill the - " th e stud ents opinions are a n
Dean of Student's position:
essentia l factor in
the final
continued on page 8
The five candidates, specifically,
William O 'Connell who is currently
.
'
the acting Dean of Students. Paul
Langello. Joe Neuschatz, Scott
Hareley, and Guy McCann, will
undergo a series of interviews wjth a
recommendation by Vice President
McKenna,_ followed by President
. Rizzini's ultimate descision.
Each candidate will undergo two
different types of interviews. One
interview for each candidate will be
a n open meeting, allowing different
I
groups from the college to attend.
The other meetings will be private
interviews with only the candidate,
Rizzini, and McKenna allowed.
,
The candidate will be chosen after
Margret Murphy, a member of the RWC Women Hawks, ls shown
being evaluated on his interviews,
here figlttln~ for a rebound In a fece!Jt game. See story on page 7,
~.page· 7
the students of RWC's written
a:..:-,;,..---........- - - - - - - - - - - - ' ··.;..
··-··_. .;..··- ··- - · _ . _·' _ _ ___...: - ~ot;nments, .and: V.ice . President ,

Will Nott ·Denies ·Allegations
$1 _800 was Wasted for Windows

co~l~l~~e~bvious

-:-Dean
. 0 f St
d t s. / h c t • . u ~n s ~arc . . on 1nues
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'An Education Is·
· Exp~nsive .Enough'
'

,

/

'I

/

........._

, Tide (20 '!z.)
Con tac (10 capsules) Bayer (100 fablets)
Gillette Shaving Cream ( Mi4 oz..)
Ivory Soap (4 bars)
Bandaid (30 strips)
. Scope (12 oz.)
Herbal Essa.nee (8 oz.) .
Ponds Hand Cream (3.S oz.)
' Right Guard (3 oz.)
Tickle (2 oz.)
Tampax_(lO)
'
Fnvelopes -(100 small)
/

'

\

/

/

.

-

RWC
$1.11
2.09
1.S4
1._29
1.0S
1.S2
1.69
1.9S
1.80
1.44
2.39
.69
.89

~

Price Difference
$.28

.so -

' .OS' .
'.49
-.36
.67
.24
.46
.21

'-

,

.ls ·1'.60
.00
.00

/
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ByJane Scott

(CPS(++The way University of Cincinnati's Dr. Jon McGall sees it
he's just . "ta~ing so!11e proactive steps to enhance the University'~
output_ with simpler imput on the part of facilitators-." In other words
, '
he wants t~e 'University to start saying what it means.
'McCall is one of a burgeoning number of educators who have
~~gun .an . ac~!ve attack on "jargoniza,tion." In plain English, ,
Jargomzatlon means the use of specialized, complicated terms for
every?ay ac~i~ities. Educators are worried that such speech may make
~unctlonal llhterates out of still more people. Some even fear that
_Jargon could be used by powerful special interest groups to "bend the
---. tnrth witiiout eYen lying:"
.
T~us, an unoffici.al movement to stamp ~mt jargon is taking form,
and its proponents mclude not only English teachers, but those who
are often most guilty of "1anguage pollution," administrators and
governme11t officials. While some doubt the use ()f· jargon can be .
·harnessed (Massachusetts Institute of Technology professor Thomas Po~tlewait says ~gh, ting iHs ";ibout as wise as the .1.;harge of the Light
· ~ngade:), others are optimistiCally taking the first steps against
Jargon.
. M~Call. has ~e¥un by levying 25 cent fines against University of
Cmcmnati admimstrators and deans who use the words "input" or
'..'feedback" in other than their accurate, technical meaning. Fufthermore, if the offending word is on multiple copies, it results in an
additional one cent fin_e per copy.
T~at's just_ for fan!lary. In February, the targets ,are improper
usages of"hopefiilly" and "proactiye", McCall warns.
.
McCall says his plan is working. Alread_y an administrator recessed
a meeting briefly to collect a fine from another administrator who
reported an "input." One dean sent McCall a dollar as advance
payment for four mistakes he felt certain he would·make.
- j . . McCa~ hi~self has been ~ned for a sentence in a letter he coli sigµed: It is als~ worth noyng that course work in English as a
1 . se~ond language 1s offered for students whose academic progress..
~
might be e~hanced by supplementing their commun.icative ,skills.
f
Meanwhile, the New York Times reports thanhe National Council
of Teachers of English operates a thriving committee on Public
Doublespeak. :[he Committee urges its members to watch their own
language, as well as that of their students: The NCTE also awards
·
annual Doublespeak trophies to prominent jargon-users.
President Carter has also asked-government officials to write their
documents in clear langtiage. U.S. Education Commissioner Ernest
Boyer is keeping the faith by/ conducting clear-writing seminars for
key staff members.
/
·
/
· The 1_11an who popularized this war on jargon, broadcaster Edwin:Newman, is sti11 reportedly booked months in advance in his nationwide lecturing tour. Newman, who wrote t wo books on the subject,
speaks, of_course, on the language.
.
_

"An edm;ation is expensive
enough," says Edward Ragosta, ·
manager of the RWC bookstore. So
- there's no reason students should be
forced to pay higher than normal
prices for common products in the
..T ookstore.
_
This is an issue many students
11.11d customers of tlie bookstore find
· r. 'h"'r annoying. Wh~n considering are higher is the additionai. cost. have that_storage space, we have nooi.1; ..:osmetic supplies, the prices encountered through dealing with . choice b~t to deal with a company
like Hermans."
four·.-; in the bookstore are often Hermans. The higher price includes
"I'll fight for the students if I
the cost of their transportation and
described as "Ridiculously high."
-can," said Ragosta. Otherwise,
When confronted with the in- . delivery man."
Ragosta then pointed out, "If'we including bus fare or the price of
formation . in the accompanying
chart, · 15agosta. explained, · "A had .more storage space, then we too gas, the amount of money saved by
company named Hermans supplies - could _buy these products·, in buying these' products elsewhere
us with health and beauty aides. A quantity, as do ·large stores, which · would be well worth the extra time
man comes in every __!~o weeks to would result in decreased prices for . invested. ,
stock the shelves. Hermans delivers · the students. But since we do not
these .items already stamped with a
p~e th~t automatically results in a ·
40 percent profit for the bookstore. I
believe this is the percentage most
- stores use. The reasons are prices
Sixteen RWC students have
RWC has offered.. its London ·
arrived in London, England to begin Theatre Program to students since
the 1979 London Theatre Program 1971 with a London Branch Campus
of the · College. The program, of the college established' at
established in 1971 for theatre Langland Court on Upper Berkeley
majo~ at Roger Williams College, Street in the Mayfair District of
'
. '
offers serious study of the theatre by London.
providing an opportunity to see _ Elizabeth Argo, RWC faculty
some of the very finest theatre in the - member, will be superlising the
lf you have any beefs' about the
students in the program who will be
food you eat here at RWC, than next world.
Students enrolled in the program attending productions of many
week you will have the chance to tell
receive academic credit ,and 'may noted British theatre organizations,
someone about them.
Monday, February 12, through elect~up to 15 semester hours of including The National -- Theatre
Thursday, February 15, the Dorm · study. Courses include, " Modern ·Company and Royal Shakespeare
Government Food Committee will · Drama," "The Theatre · of Company, during the semester. The.:.
have a stand outside the cafeteria so Shakespeare,'' "British Theatre and London Theatre program also offers
-... . students may fill out a questionnaire Its Cultural Influences," : " Actlng students the opportunity for tours of '
regarding the · food and also tell . . Workshop,'' "Seminar in Directing many historic· sites in the British
. members of the food committee any Problems," "Independent Study in Isles. Touts have been arranied for
Theatre,' ' - and "Theatre Design students to visit 'Windsor Castle,
speci~ complaints they may have.
· Statford-Upon-Avon, Oxford and
Steve Pecchio, <:;hairman .of the Workshop."
- _... Canterbury.
Food ~,mmittee, said, "We would
like to show the students there is a
Food Committee, so they know who
to come to when they have
legitimate complaints."
· Steve also speaks very highly of ·
Val Mahoney, "Val is more than
happy to act on · students'
suggestions. For instance, the coffee
418 Hope St.
is known to be less than great, so the
school is now ·in the process of
buying a hew coffee machine for the
cafeteria."
Although many students have ·
endless complaints about the food at
RWC, Steve says, "PeQPle don't
r~alizeJust how ·good this food really
is - compared to that of other
colleges and universities. Just make
a visist to some of these schools and
eat in th1;:ir cafeterias. Then you will
definitely appr'eEiate . ~WC food
much n:1ore." 1

,

Cafeteria
Questiqnnaire

--

[

Students Visit ·London ~

:

JUNIOR APPAREL
253-2740
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'COMPL:,t;.~~:·•.:t~RVICES

MEN - WOMEN - CHILDREN
325, METACOM AVENUE
Manager
BRISTOL. RHODE ISLAND
CINE SOUSA _
1401) 253-2163
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253-6654
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SERVllllJ At THE

RAT
'1 11111011.
'

j
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SERVICE YOU CAN TRUST
SERVICE ON ALL MAKES

AND AUDIO

Including
lJighEnd
Audlo

··ALL COLLEGE STUDENTS- 10% DISCOUNT!
Fred's .TV & employees wish to thank: RWC students for their patronage

moving soon to:

[I I) Zj

·

New location as of Feb. 1

748 Main St., Warren RI

·· 10UCH·
Beat The Clock

THURS ~ ladies· Night
first two drinks FREE
111 Bradford St., Bristol 253-9848 .
\

•

FRED'S TV

"' - · Side ~ Door Saloon-.

WED -

•

CftE.nd-r::Ee.ttu

iR!Ti

'TOM&.TONY

•

•
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NELLA'S KLOSEf

11111111n11·
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Q.Uill Interview ·. · ···· ··\ · ·

_Bruce Pickard Talks About Lambda Phi-Alpha
"smokers": The atmospher~ was
relaxed and informal with Bruce
Springsteen playing quietly -on the
stereo. There are about 15 or 20 men
Ftanding around. in small groups
waitin~ for the smoker to begin.
Pickard is. seated -at a desk writing
.. down die names of those in at·2 tendance.

\

/

~ '

to President, High Beta is like Vice ,
President, and so on down the line.

Quill-Let's move backwards for just a
second. 'What dQes the frat's name
mean in Greek.
Pickard: /. 'United
Brotherhood
Together in the Outside World"
would be about the closest you could
come in a translation. ' _ I

'

~ ·Quill-What is a smoker. I personally

~ have a picture in my head of a group
:;; -of Old English ge(ltlemen wearing
tweed jackets ,sittin)? in eruy chairs
discussing a fox hunt.

l
\

"Once people
' .
understand !he frat, .
. they will see it's a
good thing.",
Brure Pickard, a senior at Roger
Williams, with the help of David
D' Anterone, Todd Menard, Mark
Giovanni, Robert Murtha and Jerry
Reynolds has organized what he
hopes will be the first fraternity at
RWC in over 6 ycears. With the
ultimate ambition of the fraternity
being ''to instill a high standard of
moral; social and academic values in
,-_ its members by providing them with
an environment in which they can
live, work and mature with their
peers," as it said in the Lamba Phi
Alpha flyers around campus, it
didn't sound like the "Animal
House" we all know. The Quill
oecided to check it out, as the saying
goes.
We went to one of the fraternity

Interview by
Doug Gingerella

..

.~~~ 'NEWPORT JAZZ CLOB
Oo'Ming St. [off Balewa Ave.), Newport

-

&

Thurs Feb 8
'.
ALIVE N PICKIN.
Hardcore
Bluegrass Band
Frri -:,. Sat .
Feb 9-1 0
ROOMFUL
OF BLUES
Best Blues
Band- Around
Sun Feb 1 1th
FULL MOON
CONCERT
/
w/TOM ~TANKUS
/

ARMY & NAVY

SURPLUS STORE

262 Thames St., Newport,R.I.
847-3073

ARMY_FATIGUE PANTS e FIELD-JACKETS
L~VI JEANS . • FARMER JEANS ·
P COATS • ,' RAIN PARKAS e_· CHINOS
/ PAINTERS PANTS,
CAMPING SUPPLIES

COMING EVENTS
Wed Feb 14th

e

B.Wlllle Smltli
RHYTHM ~NO
BLUES BAND
.. -Fri-Sun
...
Feb 1 6th-18th
-AUTHENTIC

~

JAM~ICAN _

M-USIC WITH

Ras Karbl
National
Celebrity

MON NIGHTS

' BLOODY
MARY 50¢
,.

EVERY WED
-

TEQUILA.
NIGHT,!
.-...

"I have a dream ...
I see a whole street ·
of fraternities and
sorottles ...

Pickard: It is a fraternity word for a
Pickard: We- had an unoffi~ial sign' meeting which is - set ' up for just
up sheet of 235 men who were intalking about the frat, handing out
terested in joining.
·-applications, fielding any questions . Quill-Sounds like Steve Martin.
• •
"
I
arid infonning them of the pledging · What happens after Hell Night.
Quill-Do
you
plan
on
having
a
frat
process.
·
_ I
Pickard: Well, if the candidates pass house, - and if so, how will it be
school.
tbeir _pledging and .get. tfirough . the 'funded. You know, houses aren't
Quill-What eXfICtly is ·;pledging''.
e~ly
cheap
today.
Screening Committee, they become
Quill--P,o you think people are joing
Pickard: Metl}bers pledging-goes on full members of Lamb a Phi Alpha.
because ofAnimal House.
Pickard: We definitely- plan on
for about two weeks. It consists of a
sereening they have to go through Quill-Lamba Phi Alpha; it has a nice getting a house. We are currently
Pickard: No, not really.- lt may be
looking at-two different houses. The
where the High Zt;ta asks them ring to it. But what does it mean.
playing a small part, but I think
one
we
will
ultimately
buy
·is
conquestions and the like. It also inthey're joining because they realize .
tingent. on how big this pledge class
clude,s Hell Night which goes IJckard: Well Lariiba Phi Alpha is a and the next pledge class are. When
what the frat can do for them. There
....,
national- fraternity; with over 200 we buy it, we will use our own funds.
are a lot of things that a frat can do
Quill- Wait a minute - HEIL chapters. URI has _one, and we have
for a student, other than providing a
NIGHT. It sounds like some sort of
good time. fur instance, being in a .
Quill-How
do
you
plan
to
roise
the.
-sadistic initiation.
frat
can help you get a job. We can
necessary funds. .
provide good references, and many
Pickard: No. HeI(Night .goes on for
employers like it when they read on a
-'Pickard: All of our evenjs will pay for
12 consecutive hours at the end of the
persons resume that he was ll m'ember In
themselves
and
leave
us
a
profit.
pledging period. It runs from 12:00
of a frat.
been-working
closely
with
them.
addition, say, _for example, it costs
midnight to 12:.oo· noon and · the
$2,000 to live on campus for a year,
c.andidates doI!'t do anything that
Quill-Does the national organlzation
we will only be charging $1,000.
Quill-'-Honestly, do you think the
would endanger them or be morally
give-you any assistance, or is it just a
Therefore, it's better and less ex- frat will be successful.
objectionable.
·
figurehead.
pensive for a student to join the frat.
We also can get loans from our Pickard: Yes I do. Once people look .
Quill-What exact!} wouid you do
'Pickard: They wil! help us in some
then.
·
national organization at low interest. 1 at .it and understand it and get into it
areas, . such as lending us money at
they are going to S(!e it's a good
reduced interest, helping us to Q~ill-Why so much emphasis on a
thing. There are also a: group of girls
Pi<:kard: Well, one thing I had to do
organize; things like that. The URI frat house. Can't you ' have a
was roll an egg down a road with my High Alpha has .
starting a sorority and that will help
·
fraternity without having a house.
us a lot.
nose. "Wild and crazy" stuff like
that.
_Quill-Excuse me, but don't you
Quill-Where do you see the frat
think that it's rather childish to give ~Pickard: A fraternity isn't really a
The - I moclaa technique
yourselves names such (is High Zeta, 'ftat¢iity unless the members can be going in the future.
In men'• balntylhi1High Alpha and the like.
united so th&t we can have good
Pickard:
don't )mow what you
times, h_ave their togo p~ies and
COLONIAL BARBER SHOPPE
mean(
Pickard:
Unlike
the
Student
Senate
have the things that aren't ·available
REGA -CUT ~~AN CHI SE TECHNIQUE. INC
?r-the clubs at schooi, a frat is set u~ to have on campus. The house is an
RuorCulo
i Haln1yi..
m Sl_!Ch a way that it is separate from integral part of any frat.
Hair Piece
- Quill~ well, for instance, in what
1
the .rest of the school; it's special, it's
Diclc Coccia
position do you think the frat ~ijl be
253-6955
more formal. High Alpha is Jhe Quill-What made you decide to try in t~n years. Will it still be here.
_498 Metacom A venu<·: /Jristol. _R.I.
Greek word that }Vould be equivalent and start the fraternity.
Pickard: I see, Well it is more or le!i.'i a
Pickard: I \\·anted to try and bring dream that I have. I see a street with a
\ l • people together on the campus; to try whole row of fraternities and
.and unite in an orga,nization that sororities forthe whole school. It's
would give Roger W!lliams a better going to b«<_ really good. &erybody's
. social, academic and personal set of just got to go for it; you've got to
values. I feel_ we will benefit , the . believe.
" /

1

I

"A frat is special
and more formal..."

Quill-/ see why you give it a Greek
name. How has the response been so
far; thai Is how many students have
joined.

·

:

R.e:cord Breaking Monopoly
Marathon Starts Feb 15th
The planned SO~day-straight anyone who plays 'oi- witnesses
Monopoly marathon, an attempt to between the hours of five and nine
break the existing world 's record, am will get agree gift certificateror
wil1 begin at 1:00 pm on February an Egg-McMuffin." '
15. Tile marathon, which will take
DiCarlo also revealed the
place in the ve~tibule between the possibility of free movie passes and
lecture halls and the classrooms in free ' pizza for some of the players
,the Classrodm buflding, is being and witnesses." Details are still
organized by Senior Bruce St~rk being worked out," said Di Carlo.
and Sophomore John DiCarlo. ·
One group t!,tat bofh Stark and
" We · still need players and wit- DiCarlo praised , was the Intermisses," stressed Stark. ' 'We only national Club. "They volunteered to'
have about 40 people., and we need a _help out with things like c~llipg up
lot more. I'm especially disap- players, setting up schedules, and
pointed in the lack of response from general organizing. We are really
the Student Senate. I expected more grateful," said Stark.
than just four of them.to volunteer
Anyone who is interested in
t9 help out.'! _
playing in the Marathon, or being
Co-o}ganizer John DiCarlo an official witness· (as required by
echoed Stark's feelings . "We ..are Parker Brothers to make-the record
hoping to get more of the faculty, official), can .contact Bruce Stark in
staff, and administration to play or room No. 2143, first floor in thd
new
1
witness at least a couple of hours a dorm, or call him at 255-3309.
week. After all ,, it's· not only being There is also a sign-up sheet in the
_d one for charity, but it is also good cafeteria.
for the school in terms of publicity."
The Marathon should run for SO
DiCarlo_also revealed some of the days and night, using rotating shifts
plans they have to ~p the games of players, and is( an attempt to
interesting. "For example, we plan break t~_ existing world's record of to have a McDonalds week. frr~- 49 days .
February 19 to -23. During this time,,

.
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New RA's ·Reveal
Problems-and Rewards
see this as a challenge, especially for
someone who likes helping people.
The problem is that we're going into
How would- you react if halfway
an environmenf where everyone
through the academic year you were - already knows one al}other. Then, as
offered the position ·of Resident
we come in with our authoritarian
Assistant? · This ~as a · questiori; · position,
there's
frequently
confronting twelve of your fellow
automatjc
resentment."
When
students,- three of whom recently
asked- if he regrets accepting the
. DoJt Uhlig.
discussed therr experieJices.
position, Qon wasted no time saying
Scott Gustafson, RA on three
Don hopes one day to be a part of
"No. Not after ten days," he paused
north, !lS he and his small, round
for ..a while and then laughed, "After the FBI. Considering, however, the
stuffed animal sat on his bed, "It's a ten months, maybe!''.
fact that he can't even remember his
little bit harder coming into the job ·
With a double Administration of own Social Security number, he
now. The floor already has its~t
titude. So I need to fit into tlieir
mold."
From· Aquidneck, Beht'ouz
Dadtour expressed Jhe mutual
feeling of all the new RA's to,ward
the 'old' Ra's: "All of the other Ra's
are very friendly and helpful. They
make me feel m~ch ·more confident
by all the support they give."
To prove that th'ings aren't always
~teve Fusco. · Creature Of myth '
as you expect Don Uhlig from unit
4, pointed out that what he found· and legend, enigma to his fellow
students, and viturally unknown in
was nothing like what he had
planned on: "Actually, I expected a Peru, Steve, this weei('s Campus _
bunch of trouble-makers, but was Choice, is surrounded by- stories of '
pleasantly surprised to find a lot of wild fancy. The . Quill has decided
that it is it's duty to separate fact
good guys."
Don, a .20-year-old sophomore ~ ;from fictit>n - ifod show you the real .
from Wyckoff, N.J., seems Steve Fusco. To this end: Steve
cautiously confident as he descri~es - Fusco--Fact and Fiction. ·___.--./
his first d;iys as, "So far so good. I
By Jane Scott

1

Beyloaz Dadpoar.
-

much trouble he'll have memorizing
the ten most- wanted list. But, then
again, he may have something going
for him along those lines when one

"F1CiIOll'' bf·~oplomro

'"FaCt"~iii(f

SteVen--Pieter F_usco
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The Donut Barn
Buckaroo ...
WITH .THIS AD -

-.
I
I

••
•
•
Valid thru Feb. 25, 1979
Limit One Coupon Per Sale •
Warren
Get One Dozen
Donuts -for·
One Dollar

I

I

I
I
I
I

666 Metacom Ave.
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,Fiction: Steve is a multi-legged
amphibious creature of Seo~
tish'/ Japanese descent, who hails
from Ackr.Qn, Ohio.
- Fact: Actually, steve has no
Jl!pan~se ances,tors at all . . As a
matter of fact, 'he is of Italian. an"Cestory, and lives in Hilfsdale, N.J.
when he is not here at RWC
stu/ying Urban Planning. . Very
1
successfully too, as shown by the
fact that he seems to be.permanently
stapled ..to . the Dean's - List.
lncidently, besides being a Junior,
Steve is also a Biped.
Fiction: Steve is ·so embar~ssed
about being from N.J. that he never
shows .his face outside his door. As a
matter of fact, it is rumored that he
is taking his classes by mail. ·
Fact: Steve not only shows - his
face outside his room, but brings his
entire body with it. After -aJI, it
_would be hard to be the RA on-the
third floor, Student Senate
Parlimentarian,
and
Assistant
Manager of Recycling Systems if he
never made public appearances.
Steve also ran unsuccessfully for
.
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Graduating student~ who have not received a form by mat,! to apply
for· a cap ;rnd gown for the May -26. 1979 C?mmencement cerc;mony
~hould contact Betty Swindle at the otlice of the l,)ean of the College.
·The· otlke is 1,o cated on the 'second' floor of the Administration
Building.
and
number is b:2270L
- ·
.. .
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147 Bradford St., Brfstol
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FJ.E.ion: Steve is a big music. fan, and has all the records that Alvin
and the Chipmunks ever made. He
can also be heard frequently
,whistling "The Battle Hymn of the
Republic" under his breath.
. 'Fact: Steve would start a battle if
you tried to play Alvin on his branp
8..-. Fmeo, who II Ylrtull7
new Dual turn-table. Bruce
unknown In Pera.
~Springsteen, Southside Johnny and
the Asbury Jukes, and Jackson
Dorm Government president last · Browne already have permanent
-year, losing in a very close race to reservations there, and it doesn't
Erik Grosof. This all proves that .look like there will be any vacancies
Steve is a very socialable_ person, for a while.
especially to females (and especially
Fiction: Steve is a confirmed
to Aries.)
nudist who's only attire consists of
Fiction: Steve's 0nly hobbies are · rings on his fingers, bells on his toes,
raising mushrooms under his bed, and an ~'I Visited Niagara Falls" tie.
atemptlng to teach squirrels French,
Fact: After seeing .the- "thug"
and braiding his armpits.
leather jacket that Steve wears so
Fact: Steve hates oraids. That's often; xou might just prefer nudity.
why none of his hobbies involve Add to this matching LaCoste shirts
armpits-. The closest thing to. it and socks, and an ever present pair
would be his love for the N.Y. of Pumas, and you too could dress
){ankees.
like Steve.
Other pastimes inelude collecting
Fiction:._ Th~re is so_much to say
buttons (his · collection include about Steve that this articles-· could
"Let's Get Vd," "Nixon Now," and .go on forever.
"Star ' Trek Lives") riding his bike
Fact: Nope.

............................

~~

.__....,..~, ,

R.I. School of Electronics has condensed its 2-year Technology program
-into one year. If you have a favorable college transcript, two years of college, ·
an associates or bachelors degree, you are eligible. Greatly increase your
earning capacity by tempering your education with the skill of an electronics
technician; ·your options will become vastly expand.ed to include the best job·
available in fields such as computer technology, industrial electronics.
medical electronics, communications and broadcasting. This curriculum .
_
places gr11at emphasis on digital and micro-:Ccomputers.
' If you consider, how tar electron)c$ has' come·in: a few shi>rt years. you
'will get a g_limpse of its potential . , .. ;in<;l yours.
--

---N_
eV' Classes Begin Oct. 10th.
. ciayand Evening Prograrps. App,6ved fG[ Veteran's Benefits_ .
Accredited_Member of ,NA TI~in~noi~I Ai~ Programs Available.

COMPLETE AUTO REPAIR AND FOREIGN CAR, SERVICE

TIRES, BATTERIES- & J,'CCESSORIES
Wrecker Service
SPORITAR HEADQUARTERS TR. FIAT, MG!l
R. I. Inspection Station 744

LE9TER'9 TEXACO"
311 BROADWAY

NEWPORT. RHODE ISLAND

849-3338

· continued on page 8
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(named "Sandy"), and religously
Rolling Stone magazine.
Steve also enjoys making snow
sculptures.
.
· Fiction: Steve is solar-powered,
using a process · . resembling
photosynthesis to get ):lis energy.
Th tis, he never needs to eat or drink.
Fact: Actually, the closest Steve
ever got to 'pliotosynthesis is when he .
had his picture taken. Steve is a
vegetarian, however, with a firm
dislike for "animal flesh." Steve also
enjoys Heineken . beer, which he
consumes in moderation, and has a
constant craving for ·~Mexican

doing_ him favors. What kind of
favors? "Last weekend was the first
time in· my life I ever did my own
laundry - I've always had offier·
people do it for me," After that
harrowing experience, Don said, "It
was disgusting and vile. I never want
' to do it again."
Behrouz, a- 26-year-old Civil .
Engineer in his senior year is a
native .of Ti ran, fr an. "I like the job
so f~r probably because it's been
·good_ so fa~: As well as finding the
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rown:-Students Are -Re_cruited

-Should
_ PoirttCounter~Point ~
the-Quill Advertise "Beat the Clock"?

· The following letter was written fly Business faculty hired by the side that pays the be~t salary.
member F;_dgar Brown as a recommendation for fellow
Second, we are disappointed that iJr. Brow.nfeels-tliat
facuJty m emberPau/La_ngelloforhis applicationasDean _ the students he teaches lack either any ethical sense, or
of Students. The. letter containedjour points._Ihe first are so naive that they are not aware that they are being
By Douglas GinRerella
'
By Steven
P. Fusco
three of these points are ~o~ relevant to th~s discussion, - used as pawns in a larger struggle. Eitherway, Mr. Brown
There
are
many
varying
reasons
On .the surface any question ot
and we are therefo~e pnnting and adressing ourselves hasaverybadimageofRWCstudents.
.why the Quill should not refuse -to
what a newspaper should and
onlytothefourthpoznt..
Third, we are saddened that Mr. Brown sees the imprint advertisements deliling with
should not print appears to be one
Weff?lt ~hat we had to respond tp this letter for two portantjobofRAasnotagoaltobestrjvedfortohelpyour
"'Beat the Clock" or '. 'Happy Hour"
of freedom of t_h_e press. While this is '
reasons'. First of all, the letter. was [or public inspection f ellow student, but as a prize to be awarded for good
specials _a t the local nightspots. The true in manYfilstances , it is -not the
and we had no o(her way then in print to present our side behavior.
least of these reasons, in my:-eyes, is case when considering the adof the situati~n to .thos~ who read it. Second, 'we believe
It might be pointed out that many ofthe -iey students
the econe mic one, but because it is . vertising of " Beat the Clock" type
that the letteris ~ d1st~rtwn ofthe-facts, as well as an insult that control the student government and the student
the 'most obvious. -I will address events in the Quill. No one is telling
toourperson_al1.ntegnty. _
newspaper" are not RA 'S ard many oftlie one's who are
myself to it first.
or forcing the Quill not to priht
' Anyon~ wishing to read the letter in it's entirety may do· did not get the job because of o:.Connell. For example,
The
revenue
from
these
in" Beat the Glock':__ ads (and indeed
so by ask1~g for Mr. Langel/o's.folder at Vice-President Douglas Gingerella, Quill Editor, and Fred Dimauro,
flammatory ads, .as I have . heard
no one has the right,) but rather
McKenna ~office.. . . ,
Senate Treasurer, were denied the job in two seperate
_
them
called,
is
one
of
the•
major
merely
asking the Quill to reDear President Rizzmi:
_years. Also, Gary Miller, Senate President, Steve Fusc_o,
factors that enable the Quill Staff to evaluate its editorial policy with an
Senate Parlamentarian; and Lynda Parker, Quill
Fourth, and I believe of-extreme importance, is the
-put out what I believe to be quality emphasis on serving the best inschism that has developed at RWC _a mong faculty and
Executive Editor, did not get the job the.first tjme they
issues at no cost to the students. We terests o,f J he college community.
administrators,, and students. My personal perception
appliea. -It was only when 0 'Connell was not a major
must set some priorities; should we
It should be made clear at this
of this schism is the following.
.,...
influence on the selection committee that Gingerella and
have no enticing liquor ads, or a point · that / the objection j s -not
A great many. fac.ulty view many administrators
Fuscowerechosen.
smaller paper that ' is less in- against normal liquor store andIt seems that Mr:- Brown is ignoring the-basic fact that
with contempt as basically incompetent oppo_rtunists
formative and less responsive to the nightclub ads, but rather against
looki~g
out
for
their
students with a great deal of interest in their school are
college's ne-eds. Or perhaps we that ~ype of ad that encourages
wn personal fortunes anti more interested in emgoing to get involved in more than one activity. Tnefact
barrassing and otherwise irriting the fa~ulty then
that many of them got involved in both student gover- - should begin charging for the paper excessive drinking with the sole
again. Is_there really a choice, or just intent of getting 'wasted '. There is
nment (lnd the Resident Assistant program in no way
improving the-school. Many administrators (again my
rarely any dancing or activity to
.
the appearance of one?
perception) feel titat the faculty are m:erpaid , unindicates the presence of an- organized recruiting
And,
although
the
paper
is
widely
expend
excess energy and rash acts
program.
,
derworked, undermanageo and probably inread around campus, I question the of vit>ience and damage are often a
competent. The students are recruited by both sides.
_ '[t should also be po_inied out tha t just beca';;se on
effe-ct that omitting these ads would direct result of a "Beat the Clock"
Many faculty if given an opportunity will, in the
several major issues both thestudentgovernmentandthe
have. Do these ads really have an night~
_
.
'
presence of students, disparge the administrators for
Quill sided with the Administration, this does not mean
At
a
"Beat
the
Clock"
night
it is
impact
on
the
students,
and
even
ifthat we blindly follow them. Perhaps it did occur toMr.
all sorts of reasons, valid and invalid , The adthey do, don't you think that not uncommon to see a bartender
ministrators have the upper hand because they have
Brown-that we students are intelligent enough to have
nightclubs could find another way to serving llquor to' a person who is
nzade our own assessment of the disagreements between
.recruited key stud1mts that control the student
obviously intoxicated . Not only is
gertheir message across?
government and the student newspaper. This is done
the Administration and Faculty. Ontheblisisofthefacts,
my
major
this against the- law, but as we
However,
this
is
not
by extending special privileges - basically the promise
we decided that the Administration was more correct.in
reason or allowing these ads to already 'know -too well it is also
of jobs and cadre of R. A.'s. One need only consulttbe; their position.
appear on our .pages. The-moral and endangering the lives of RWC
Quilr Edijorials to determine which side this parWe ask Mr. Brown-Don't we have the personal inprofessional questions omitting students who must drive home or
ticular group of students is on. The -point to made is
tegrity to make up our own minds, or are we m erely inthese
ads would raise are far more back to campus.
that there are a sizeable group of faculty (including
tellectual pros~itutes who sell o~r minds for the lure of a
The Quill is not being asked to act
impott~ nt apd relevant to me.
job . Although Mr. Brown can reach his own confusions,
myself) that think there is a clique of certain _adSetting
certa
in
'
arbitrary
as
the conscience of its readers,
ministi:ators that have recruited - students as the
we deny, unequivically, that we are pa..;,ns who have been
specifications on advertisements , moreover it should become, appar'ent
poli1tical power base and this entire group revolves
recruited by either side.
and refusing those that don 't meet - that there is no pl a.ce fo ·a college
~round t~e office of the Dean of Students. !~e result
_Pe: halJ!._ if!"fr. 1!rown tznd his f ellow faculty 'stopped _
these guidelines has been equated , publication for the advertisement of
viewing the situation as a battle, but instead as a problem
is the schism of faculty, students a!1d~adm1mstrators
and
I believe rightfully so, to a form sotndhing that is so inherently bad ·
to b-e worked out calmly, there would no longer be the
tearing at each other's throats while the welfare of the
of censorship. In my op1mon, for the college community.
sc~o?l s~ems · to be a ·secondar2'._ iss~e. ~y J?ersonal
" Schism"thathesees_loomingsolarge. It Ts understood that the removal
censorship is the worst restriction to
op1mon 1s that the ~hool cannot survive this nft.
--=
DouglasJ. Gingerella,
Steven P. Fusco
personal freedom pos~le. I-cannot of such ads frm;11 the Quill is merely
Sincerely,
- Quill Editor-in-Chief
-S-enate Parlimentarian
everfimagine ho w indignant I would a symbolic gesture in many ways
Edgar S. Brown, Jr.
William R. WinterGary Miller
be if someone tried to limit my right and people who want to go to such
First of all, we objecttoMr.Brown 's asses~tnentofthe
Quill Executive Editor
Student Se nate President
of freedom of speech, and J am sure events will find out about them and
situation as a military battle, with the student body in the
that most people haye beliefs similar attend regardless of the-lack of ads
Fred Dimauro
middle, playing the role ofa mercanary army who can be to mine on this matter. Therefore, in the Quill. It is equally important
Senate Treasurer
who are we to restrict the rights of to n ote, however. that just because
otli_l<rS in the same way. It wo~ld people will go even in the absence of
1~~- A
' --- - - appear to be almost a type of "Beat tlie Clock" ·ad s is. not proper
1116Hl.Y-~1JVf.
-Dear Ed.itor:
hypocricy to do something so ob- justification for printing them .
PJfUG WITJI J(tlQt!(N
IWfMFVL S1P£-EFFUiS
If the Quill were in fact to cut out
viously unfair.
To T£.ENAGER5!
My final, and most important all "Beat the Clock" type ads, a
As the Director of Residential
point, is that students should not drop in ad revenue might be exLife at Roger Williams College I felt
have to be_ "protected" from the pected . This would not be as bad. as
it necessary that -J respond tc:i last
nightclubs or anything else. They one might think. fo most cases the
week's letter to the editor. This
are supposedly intelligent and advertisers could be persuaded to
letter stated that our dormitories
mat,!lrt :enough to make their. own. modify their ads. It also would not
-:o-have "rampant destruction, vanvalue . judgments on matters im - be impossible to find other addalism & alienation among studentsportant to them, without the vertisers willing to buy space for
- and an entire dormitory that has
. newspaper having to be their moral som~hing that might even be
failed in almost every sense of the
guardian angel. Does anyone truly beneficial to the RWC community.
word ;"
believe that profit orientated , If the Quill were in fact to lose
I will _adrnjt we had some problem
newspaper, radio and television money under the new policy. isn 't
- units last semester & we have since
'
companies are going to be that reall y a very small price to pay
hired new R.A.s to help the students
in those units. The accusation of · protecting · us once we· gradl\ate? for the beJter.ment qf t ne ·Quill's
Obviously not,3-nd why then should image and the college that it porrampant destruction is tot'ally false.
·the school paper? Maybe a grade- trays?
Last seme ster only one floor has
If indeed
the_ Quill
is
schooler needs that protection, bu'l
increased in damages over last year.
" ...published by and for the
not a college _student.
The author also failed to mention
students of Roger Williams College"
that over 80 percent of our u~its
shouldn't the editorial staff care
have ·improved over the - last
enough for their fellow st~dents to
Office during the semester.
semester.
take wha-t might be _the first step in
' Sincerely,
Units such as- unit one have had
ending wh-at is rapidly becoming a
Paul Nalette
_ no destruction - instead they have
.distasteful college tradition?
panefed their entire lounge. Th!'!
Director of Residential Life
- Marine Bio. unit continues to
· This week the resident student body ~lected it's
abilities in positive terms. rather
impi:ove in atmosphere along with Vear bd1tor:
tha!)l · campaigning against Acting
unit 7 anq 8. North Campus con- ~ A letter tci the editor of the Quill
second Donn Government President and V.P. of
O'Connell.
the academic year. l_'he Quill wishes to cgngr?-tulate - tinues to put' on events bi-weekly in the edition dated January 25th Dean
If there is such strong sentiment
and the Ramada Inn has surpassed makes an unreasonable and
John Mount and Steve Pecchio at this time for-their : everyone's expectations this year.
against Dean O'Connell as Mr.
irresponsible demand .
victories at the polls.
,
'With thes_e obvious iffiprovements
_:' pemanding" the best of an · Walker would have us believe, then
why were_ there only 3 stud-ents ,
how could anyone state that any of administration is the right and
_ Bu~, since eacll victory also means a corresponincfuding ' myself attending an open
our dormitories have " failed in every privelabe q_f every ~tudent at Roger
ding l~ss, th'e QuilLwould also like to congratulate
student
meeting with the new
·
sense of the word"?
Williams Colle gt;. However, wht:n
candidate for the Dean of Students
the two men who did not .win; Mike Keegan and
We did have some problems at students demand a well run dorposition. Aquidneck Hall last semester·; the mitory, and then by choice vandalize
Mark Sullivan, for their fine efforts.
· /
The plea to " get involved " has all
Housing
.Office
has
replased
the
delll_and
for
the
best
is
-renit;
the
In retrospect, though, it is·Qbvious that thG was-too many times fallen on~deaf ears.
system of peer counselors with the dered useless.-;- _,..
,
an election _decided -strictly by the amount of
Many students come to Roger
.successful system of R.A.s. -The
Most of the content of Mf.
Williams College, are never involved
publicity. Signs, _posters, and campaigners were the
mistake we made at Aquid.neck Hall Walkers letter is ·not worthy of
in
their decision making capabilities
that
we
attempted
last
semester
was
serious
·response.
The
,
policy
of
deciding factor, not issues. ·
.
in this school and are content with
to have people from a non-housing demanding the best while not
Th~ result of this is that Mike Keegan, who spent
sitting back and complaining. There
-area run Aquidneck Hall with their . supporting these efforts is _ in·
are individuals who by virtue of
much of Intersession working to have the TV ansystem of peer counselors. The peer question in my letter. If we are to
negative attitudes on nearly allcounselors met with Joe Neusc hatz have well run dormitories t~n it'
tenna system installed, but did not publicize the
aspects of this school and its adrather than with individuals within would seem clear that we as students
fact vecy much, lost to John Mount, who had
ministration- seek' change in a very
the Housing Office which caused a . must assume the responsibility for
prettier signs.
_
devisive manner. It is my opinion
total
breakdown
in
com- their success and failure. Is
munications.
_ _ ~ This is no way to decide an election, and unless
malicious destruction to be con- _ that- neither of these groups has
exercised _j..ny of their abilities to
The
thing
that
bothered
me
th~ sidered an effort to make our own
the RWC student body re~s their values, they
improve their own living situation. ~
-most about Mr. Walker's letter is livi.n g situation better? If Mr.
/ will continue to get th~ elected officials they .. that he has a lot of C09,1plaints about W alk_er were comrni_tted to a better ~
Sincerely,
deserve.
Gerard Corneau
, the dormitories now, but he did not livmg experience for all of us then he
Aquidneck Hall
---"'!."'!."'!."'!."'!."!'.'!'.~--~~~~--------------· approach anyone in the Housing would begin -·.,ing his consider~le ·
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Popularity of Electronic Items Continues to Soar
And th~ networ)ps, plagued
Campus Dlgaet N-,,~s ~!'Vt,~ '-marketed this year are still
by _· a st~ of new season.
high·price<l and hot on the
It doesn't seem that long
show fifPB;'' cable teleVlSioii;
market. The television video
ago.tbat college students had
. (~th Harne Box office . and
game, once simple hockey
to_make very . uncomfortable
othe ~
groups 'providing
and tennis games controlled
economic' sacrifices hi order
recent, uncut movies) and the ,
by knobs, have b~come more
to buy that . much-needed
1
.ljp:Su:tge - <-ln-:-r ' -telev-iaiotf
.sophisticated to include
calculator.
-· ..challenging pre-progammed
But that was before· the
te~g_ · devl~ :~
games ~
fiood, so to speak. ~once
fel'tn~~·•---•(t~--1
· The popularity ot the~ · · 9)c~~tw01")1;,l$tJf .___
several electronic firms
interest ···· ,
· ·
recording system, Including
.discovCJred tae secrets of
the
availabillty
of
An'Gtller fad . this year
producing the calculato~s
prerecorded cassettes of
cheaply, it ':"s eemed every
seems to be what Industry
movies (clean antl por.
people call "mlnl-combos."
company in existerice put a
They are small units which
cheap . calculator on the -- no graphic) a_nd . sporting
1 ~wd~d market..
events, is at le~t pa~ly
have television screens--under
Electronic comp~ies , in
atttj]?utable to the general
a halMOQ.t, -AM·F~ radios,
order to make calculatoiis
public's interest tn conaudio cassette recorders and
interesting to the saturated
trolling television viewing -~
alarm · clocks (dlgttaI , of
, m_a rket; · have ml(de ' ininstead of letting the net-- co6rse). Prices on these new
works do it.
credibiy · small calculators.
And' now they're ,making
c~culators that .. are combined - with alarm clocks,
radios, tape pls,yers -- making
electronic equivalents t}Je all
Campus Digest News Service the world survived without In
purpose Swiss hunt~g knlve
. . Q. Is the presence of primitive ttm'es'. Douches are
or the mall-order 10-ln-one
feminine deodorant spray._ - usually unnecessary, except
. . ..
I
fishing tools.
.,residue" safe during oral for treating Infections. And
For
exampfe,
Ca8iO
sex?
·
even then, one tablespoon of
cOmputer Co. has Introduced
A. Modern chemistry gave household vinegar and.a pint
a combination clgaret lighter;
us contraceptives. We ap- of warm water will do the job
preciated that. · Modern . qu~e well.
·
'
alarm clock, calendar -- In
one unit that retalls t or less
chemistry then got cocky
Q. Maybe I'm a little
than $1QO.
(PFdOQ the pun) and decided suspicious, but is lt really
it could do anything. necessaryfor~doctortobave
Other electronic items to be
Feminine deodorant sprays me remove my blouse and
are no treat for the other half bra to . use his stetho8cope?
of an oral sex party.
A. (If -you 're a guy, no.
Paul: You are still &i . .my nest until
Except after or during a Otherwise, stethoscopes wor,k
May 19th. Mom ·
v aginal diacharge, genital best when in direct contact
Abbs: Keep those chocolate chips
cleanliness can be quite with bare skin.)
cooking. Ha Ha, Hall! B.W. &C.Z.
adequately handled by soap
Doctors are so used to
Alejandro: ·I hope that you will
and water when used ex- gua:rded areas that they
improve your IQ, because you need
ternally. A discharge should become numb and detached ,
all the help you can get. R.C.
be handled differently , and c--treat such things like
HQ ~ all car,-and troops: A reliable
depending on the cause of the parts of an assembly line; The
source in the CIA has leaked to the
discharge.
e.thic_a l rules concerning
press that Erik R" Grosof is still
Women survived quite well deviation from this detached
somewhere in the USA, lurking on
for quite some time before the role are so harsh that a
"95". He is armed and considered
chemical companies gifted us physician would be risking
extremely dangerous, use caution - witll thefr feminine hygene his career to take advantage
_ \
when apprehending. ( prays, and managed to have of the situation, or even apB.B.: Heard any good coughin'
their bodily functions take pear to be. If you continue to
jokes lately? w'e have! · care of themselves.
have your doubts, you should
Douches .a re another change doctors, or bring your ·
R.M.: Let's get a dog. F .P.
modern miracle of marketing father with you next time.
B.B.: Three's Company has been ·

*t

· items range - from . $200-~. . components w1ll create less
. For · audio b~ffs, cpm- - · distortion than conventional
puterlzed
stereos and a I new
~mponents. The wyts will
.
(and expensive) metal·
use computer-produced disks
particle tape and special tape
in place of normal_;,..records
players w1ll be m~kete.~ as
and the components will be
well.
programmed to use the disks.
'IJle new metaL,_J>article
Severar companies are
tape allows recording with
seriously _involved
in
vastly mproved quality and
producing these space-age.d .
much less distortion. The
audio cox,nPQnents .
cl) nmputerized - stereo
.

BECOME A COLLEGE
CAMPUS DEALl;R
'

; Sel I Brand Name Stereo
~
Components
I',..
·
0
~,g , at lowest price~.
"is 1
NO INVESTMENT REQUIRED.

/ SEXPLANATIONS

For details, contact:
.
F~D Components, Inc.
65 Passaic ' Ave., P.O. Box ' 689,
I
Fairfield, New Jersey 0700 t/
Ilene Orlowsky 291-227-6800
I

Personals

-

switched from Tuesday nights to
Thursday nights, and sometimes
Fridays.
Bl Star: This is your ever lovin'
follower with the active eyes. I am
always looking. The active eyes.
TO: The Fan - Get him off the
pedestal, and take a,good look I'll
still b1: here A Very Interested
·
Admirer
Don U.: Are you able t1> leap over
Dorm i in a single bound. Lois Lane .
Some Dutch girls ... (continued next
'iSsueH
·
Doug-- P - QKn4

-.

J.S.: How about some nude mud
wrestline? S.P .
SPF: I don't think so. RMW
Q: Are we not men? A: We are Zeta
Z-E-T-AI,
S.W .: To see the look on your face,
it was well worth it. Two midnight
visitors.
Eganlte: The way you're going, one
of these nights you 're going to strike ·
oil. Frank
Hey trou'!>le: When are we going to .
get our nicknames? H. and A.
That Girl: Thanks for filling in the
·colors of my paint by number
dreams. You aip't no beauty but,
hey, 's' all right.
·
In memorlum: Sid Vicious_-· She's
dead , you're dead, I'm alive.
Chris: Is it true !_hat C.E. stands for
'
cu .. ,,,,engus? F.P.
Yogi: Happy Birthda)I. From the
Gang?!
R.M. & C.E.: This hou~e is shattered. F.P.
E.R. Not stubborn, huh? Guess
who.
Rob & Lisa: Ever eat a pine cone?
PS: Let's get a dog. Frank ·
R.W.: Oh no! You're back on the
floor again! But what can we do. A.
&J.
.

Bill: I would be pro-faculty, but I
am not pro anvthine. Yon mush.
Kink: Thanks fo r the other night !
W.C.: Yo, remember us from the
first floor? ·

J

·-~-------------------------~------ATTENTION STUDENTS
10% discount wlcoupon
Send A Special Gift .For Vq/entine's Day

A yres Greenery
-...
. 123

..
:.- ~ ·
1
1.

1

:

,

..

Flowers For All Oc_casions .,. •Greenhouse Plants
h & D • d A
Fres
r1e
,rrangemen~s
H rd
G. ft It
o I ay I
ems

OPEN

1

:

Franklin St. - Bristol

9:30-5:30
Mon.-Sat.
Fri.-til 9 pm
Sun.-10-lpm

1
1
1

1

:
'

:

..•,.-.........
_
.
__
------·
.
.
--lllli.,,
' · · Grampa''s c1ean Machine • l!!!!!,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!l!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!l!~
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10% OFF ~i:!ry
Mon., Tues., Wed. Only
Wash, Dr~ & Fold

,

Try Our Bulk Dry Cleaning
(Expert Spot & Stain Removal)

Alterations: By-'Joan

·1
,._.,
I ·

-

,

446 Thames Street

, Bristol

.

25J,5436

1._ -_-:~ \t.
Ii PHOTO ~ORLD - 1_~)]
437 Hope Street
· Bristol, R.1 •. 253 -2~48 _ -

I
I·
I 40 Percent OFF

~

I
I
I
I

6-Wi'-'

Kodacolor print developing,

I
1·

~--..;-----------------~- -----

Cameras,

Acce~sories,

Film _,_
Batteries, Trigods .

Your one step
photo specialty store
for all your ·
photographic and darkroom supplies
·' J'.'lease Phone Your Orders Before You Leave Home...

ommon

Poli

:

They Will be Ready on Arrival

42 l Wood St., Bristol
253-9801

~RISTOL HOUSE OF .PIZZA
·' The Best- PizZa Around

I

~tafrinh

I

_Bristol, R.I.

55 state Street

'

..PHONE 253-2550

Orders to go Wed. & fri. '
Fish & Chips
Fried Clams
Frjed Scallops
Fried Smelts
1
Clam Cakes
Chowder '

· PIZZA
P1ain
... Oriion -

~epper
Sala mi
Sausage
Pepperoni
Mushroom
Hamburg
Anc hovies

Baked Fish
Wed. 10 a .m. to 6 p.m .
Friday 10 a.m. to 8 p.m .

~- f

_ G Rl~ DERS

Ham ·
Olives
· Genoa Salami
Meatball
2-Way Comb. ·
3-Way q:omb.
House Spec ietl
Chourico

Egg Plant

George's Spec.,

Salarp i

Meatball

Sausage

Pepper& Egg
Ham &Egg
. Bacon & Egg
Cheese

Ham
Italian
Genoa Salami
Veal
Roast Beef
Past omi

Tuna
Ti..: rkeY
Bacon
Chourico

Pepper st~{lk

Pe Pp er

SPAGHETII

Music by .

W ith Sauce
Wit h Meatballs
With CfiOUrico
W ith Pepper Steak

With Sausage
With Veal
W ith Egg Plant
W ith Mushrooms

B & R Sounds Fri.·& Sat.
.. . -

/

.

. ..

. . . . .. . . - ...
. .. .. .'
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Hawks Improve Record to 9 and 9

/

off the offensive boards and contributed 14 seco nd halfpoints. I
The win raised Roger Williams to
' Roger Williams returned h ome , 8-8 while Johnson St. tel) to 2-11.
Saturday Jan. 27th to do battle with
Johnson St. was led by D in een's
the Indians of Johnson St. The
27 points. -Peter Selkowitz and Greg
Hawks w-on easily by the score of Johnson scored 12 and 10.
103 to 62.
The Hawks were led by Wynne's
Johnson St. had just ~ on1: off a
26 poi t_!ts. Was~ing!on and Gibbs
close eight point loss to ta lented
had 22 and 16 respectively. Banks.
, Franklin Pierce./ So despite JohnPaul Hunter and Randolph also
son 's poor 2-10 -record. it see med_ reached double figures with 1J . ..-J 1.
lik e an interesting ch allenge for the
and 10.
H awks.
Lack of he igh t proved to be th e-K"==x>e1<1"==:>1'1
greatest
desadvantage for the
'Indi a ns. With out n ~ one over 6'2" .
Roger Willian1s was h o m e·
m en such as Len Washington ., Ed
Tuesday night for an important
Randolph. Mario Fiacco and Ja'mes
confere nce gam e aga inst H aw th orne
Banks had a field day off -the
College. The Ha wks lost 107- 100.
boards.
The game was fast paced from the
Due to forward Brian Dineen.
~ery
beginning. Led _b y Ralph
John ~o n St. kept the score close for
Muller. Hawthorne broke out to a
t he first
10· minutes. Dineen
quick . 9-0 lead. The H awks then
pumped in 14 first half points as
fought back to a 20-20 tie led by the
well as grabbi ng his .share of
shooting of Paul Hunter a nd Kevin
rebounds. ·
W ynn e.
Roger Williams . led by the exFa s t breaks and '. acc urate
plosive . shooting of Kevin Wynne,
. shooting by forwards Muller an d
gai ned a 50-33 halftime lead ,
Larry Ba stfield gave Hawt horn e a
· Wyni1e had 18 .first half points.
50-47 h<t lfti me 'lead. Both men had
Washingt6 n and To ny Gibos a lso
11 fir st half points. James Banks
chipped in for e ig ht .points each.
and Wynn e had 18 ;,nd 12 points to
Little changed in the second ha lf.
keep Roger Wi'fliam ~ in the game.
The Hawks executed their plays to
Hawthorne jump~p out. and
perfection and kept Johnson St.
expa nd ed their lead to 58-4Q. At one
frustrated. W as hing ton was stron g
point. however. Roge r Willia111s

By Bernie Cunniff

(

'l
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m1t·r mautrn · ~

Just a stones throw away from the statue
of Christopher Columbus
HAPPY HOUR EVERYDAY
FROM 12 Noon ~til 7 P.M.

l .
L
·

I
I

'
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Women Hawks
Are A Big Succe-ss

~,...,~~~~~

f

deadlocked the gaine at 81 -81 tl ue
to son\e outsta ndin g shooting from
Banks. Hunter a nd Wynne.
Unfortu nate ly
Freshm an
John
Cummings was too much oftensively
in the la te stages. His hot hand led
Hawfhorne on to victory.
Hawthor.ne placed six men in
doub le figures . Cummi ngs and
Muller led _the scoripg attack with
27- and 21. Bastield added 16 while
Joe Grasso and Jerry Kelly hal 14
points each . G le n Stopeda also
notched 13 points.
The Hawks were led by Banks
with 27. W y m~ e . Hunter, Ed
Randolph and Harvey Tanner
finished with _18. 16. 12 a nd JO
respectively.
ParCiiibery, shown here going up for a shot, Is one of the stars of
Roger Willi'ams traveled across the RWC Women Hawks. The Women Hawks are having a fine
year, despite ~e fact It Is their first.
town tb play riva l Barrin gton
College. The Hawks won 7 1-59.
The first
h a lf was · close '
throughput. Led by guards Larry
Tomassetti and Elmer Stanley with
10 and 8 first half points.
Barrington went on to a 30-28
halft ime lea d. Ed Randolph 's seven
With only one ~an1 e remaining in
of whic h occurred during ga mes
first ha lf points w~1s hi gh for the th eir schedule. the RWC W omen 's
aga inst RIJC .
Hawks. Tony Gibbs. Paul Hunter Basket ball team has m ade a n
The first injury. suffered tu· Lise
and Kev in Wynn e a lso added six impressi ve showing- for their first
Ttottier. occ ured during the January
points a piece.
yea r. Losing their first three ganies i
20th game. In an effort to obtain a
The second ha lf was a difterent Salve Regina 59- RWC 58. Bryant
rebound . Trottie r came down hard.
story. It was a pparent the game was College 70 - ~WC 43. a nd Rhode _; tearing th.e ligam ents in her ankle.
becoming rough . M a ny elbows were- lsla nd"i.unior College 6 1 - RWC 51.
She was forced io sit out the next
thrown and a few tig hts a lmost they returned from the Christmas
three games.
broke out. So with Roger Willi ams break to re main und efeated until
Th e second injur\'. suffered by
ahead 60:.53 due. to the ho't s hooting Saturday's ga m e against Barri ngton · Lvnd a Parker oc~ u·t :ed during the
of W y111ie J !.nd Randolph. a serio us College. ' J~nuary 30th ga m e. While at injury occurred. James Bank s in
Among the teams they defeated
telnpting to steal th e ball from an
re.bounding action · ~as decked were Rhode Isla nd Coast Guard
RIJC player. Parker1tore the mu scle
lig ht in g for a n offe'nsive rebound. with a score o f 44_- 34. RIJC 65 --48.
a nd tend on in her shou lder,
Twenty minutes later Ba nk s was , Johnston State 42 - 41. and RIJC
preventi ng her from part icipating in
taken o ff the court on a stretc her. ~ o nce agai rl. 59 - 58. in over-time .
last Saturday's game. With two
The condition of James was not
The Women H awks began the
weeks still to go before the last
_ knm\ n at the time of this writing.
season with eight players: Margaret
game, <it is hoped that both women
The Hawks were led by Wynne Mprphy. Bridget Fla ni gan. Pat
wi ll be able to rec uperate e nou gh to
and Randolph with 19 a nd 18 , Carberry. Dee Liguouri. Lynda
play.
points . Hun ter and Gibbs aho Parker. Terry Wood. Lise Trottier.
Averaging 17.9 points per game.
notch ed 13 a nd 12.
and Donna Seuss. By the e nd of "'a nd
10 .4' rebounds. Bri dget
Harnngto n fell to .8 -7 while the their seventh ga m e they .were left
Flanig an
has displ_ayed ex Hawks \\·ent to an even 9-9:\;·ith only six ·pla:'i ing members.
traordinary talent so fart his season.
because of t\\~o serious injuries. both
.
.She has been high scorer in se,·e n
our o f eig ht ga mes .
Points' pe r~ ga m e and rebounds for
the rema111 1n g playe rs were:
Murph\'. 6.J points. 3.3 rebounds: VALENTINE'S PARTY FEB. 14th
Ligouri . 4.J points . .7 · rebounds:
::
. Lewis &.. Clark Expedition
Wood . 7. 4 poin;1s . 1.2. rebo unds: .
Parker. .8 11li ints . 1.8 rebounds :
:
A door prize for ·a trip for two
Troqiei.::_ 11.3 po_ints. 11.J rebounds:
to Las Vegas
and Seuss 1.6 pornts . 1.3 rebounds.
Much of tl1e cred it for the success
Thursday
,
of the Women Ha wks must be gi\'en
to the excc ll C!ll coac hing _iolJ of I
Nanc:V Vorro, and • the managing
ski ll s of James _Andrade. Working
for the first time as a coach of
Women's basketba ll team. Vorro
::
Race ·The Clock
:
Jiiis shown exce llent ability in
starts at 8:00
coordinat in g th e tea m . She has
turn ed a collection of wome n many
*Thurs, hi & Sat - CHUCK GARRETT AND BROAD WAY*
of whom hm·e not pla _ved ba.sketball _ .
::
Feb i5, 16 & 17 - Lewis and Clark &pedition
:
s ince high school. into a team that
Feb. 22. 23 & 24 - Smoke Shop
works well together .
When asked ho,,· thev felt the
::
683-3600
::
season has go ne so far . the genera l
144 Anthony Rd.
r espo nse of the team " ·as. ··really .
0 ood."
Manv• went ( on to comme nt
J~mctlon Rtes. 24 & 138
Eh ow much they appreciated all the
Portsmouth
' 'ft'
h elp and support giv.en by He~tor 
Massa and Lois Schuyler. the two
individuals respo nsi ble for starting
the tea 111. ·Severa 1 team members
also me ntioned t hat . "without the
support of tliem : Na ncy. Jimmy. a nd
th e fans we had. the season would
never have bee n as good as it wa s... '

2
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3 Memorial Blvd. ,
S *****************************~
Newport .
Come To Our Night Clubl
*
847-7789 .
-- ·. 2 * ,
*
~~~~~~

'
'

SIDE DOOR SALOON
WEDNESDAY
BEAT THE CLOCK
from 8 to 1:00
RWC students $1.00 cover~< ID

THURSDAY
Ladies Night - first 2 drinks FREE
Wed- Sun
(

#

!

*
,*
::

RACE T-HE CLOCI<

:

Drinks start 2 5 (

*

*
*

.

l'

~-?---

Thurs

-,

2 for 1 Ntte

, ;,

·~

·

0:-.;i-: OF :'llEW F'.':GL\NO'S L\H(;EST SOL '.'ID SYSTEJ\lS
.\:'Ill> PL\ YIN(; TllF BEST I:\ CLHIU::'ff

I
I

Wed. Live: ROCK AND ROLL
.h i. & Sac. - No Cover Charge with College ID
Proper Dress & Pos . ID Requ·ired. (no jeans)

___,

--

Downstairs Join our 5:30 Club
Buy one -- get one free

~

KITCHEN OPEN _ALL NIGHT FRIDAY AND SATU.Rl)AY

NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH - SERVING KVARIETY OF SOUPS,
SALADS. AND SANDWICHES FOR mE HEARTY APPEnTE

171 Bradford Street, Bristol
253-9848
:

1-- Gets All the
Bad Breaks

DISCO AND J\101>1-:1{'.\ J\11..;SK

7-8

SUNDAY ·_ OPEN BAR·

,#

*;*****************************
.-.:iE"NNES"SEY;s····~~:-9~:~:~1.
10s ~Gif\ stf=r~;~~~rt~_R1.~
~~~t°
\\HE l"A~ . 25¢ orafts . . - ~~::?~ 1-{ockey Team
•·

HAPPY HOlJR

.

*.

#'*i

TOUCH
Saturday -

-

#
*
*
*

ALSO: Hennessey 's Char Broil.ed Super Burgers
with our' own blend of seasonings·
FREE BEER OR WINE
TO COMPLEMENT YOUR MEAL

............................................

I

"
'

The 1978- 79 RWC Hockey season
has been under way since October ·
15. 1978. with the team racking up a
2-11 record. Most of the players feel.
however. that the record does not
reflect the type of hockey the team
has been playing. '
As p roo f o f their cfaim, they point
out -that the team has lost five games
by only one point. and two of those.
were in overti me. Many of the other
games that were Jost were cl9se up to
the very end, when RWC or=;'l cd
th ings up to try to win them .

continued on page 8
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I Election Resµlts I PhysicalPlantDlrector
continuedfrompagel
meeting with him once a week,
- discussing mY' views, as well as
finding out his, as to present
concerns on campus.
'
·As for Pecchio, he commented, "I
would like to see the Dormitory
Government . Social Committee _
working · closer with Senate, since
most functions are attended mainly
by Dorm students." He also said, "I
am looking forward to a. productive
semester as far as Dormitory
Gov~nment is concerned, and ~
looking forward to working ..with
John."
·
'With almost 50 per~ht o~ the
dormi~ory body votilig (341); this

Den-. 1·e·s H·e·Mi·ss·p-ent $1800

~~~:~~~i~;~:d:~eb~~~~::t:;~~:~

mfittohrye pGeorvceernntmag.91e·t .fAs-nt.uadneanltys~at1_rtlo.omn

0

0

·

_·

various areas votingf.Showed that 37
percent of the voting students were
, continued from page 1
from the Old Dorm, :46 percentfrom
the New Dotll!S, 15 percent from . blunder/.! said. the source, and it-is
Ramada, 1 ,~percent froin' Aquid- · going to cost the school one
neck, and 1 percent ·from North student's tuition for a semester." · ·
Campus. Although these figures
Nott, however, claimed that none
must be looked at in context to the of thi~ is t~ue. Nott said that the old-,
populations of the areas they windows . were · not "physically
represent, they are,.. as,.. Pecchio compatiable" with the new wall.
commented "good for this school. I Another reason they could not have
would have like(! to have seen 90 " been reused, claimed Nott, was
percent but most students here tend because parts of the frames of the
to only display their opinions old -windows were destroyed while
verbally.
removing them frpm ·the . old wall.
"It ..yquld have taken several months
to .o rder new frames," said Nott.
Security was another reason sited
by Nott for nof .reusing the old
windows. "Leaving the old wall
'intact while the new wall was being
comfortable attitude as he s;it , . built provided additional security
for the bookstore", he said.
gazing around the room from- desk
to floor to three foot bottle of vinya
"Of -course- that's not true," rose to Farrah Fawcefno the view scofftd_the source. "The, addition
from his bare window, which he was bq_ilt-during_ Intersession. No-

Ideas and-/Opinions:

continued from page, 4
RA's to be friendly, the students
here at Aquidneck have been quite
helpful too." Unlike many of the
other new RA's, Behrouz has not
his favorite things
run into any highly out-of-theordinary situa,.tions during his short
Like Don, Scott doesn't know his te11ll RA.
Social'Secui'ity number, is a 20-yearBehrouz, interestingly enough, . old sophomore, but does k-now his
did not claim to be having any blood t~pe; AB negative. Unlike
problems as an RA at Aquidneck,
Behrouz, Scott has large feet (size
de,spite the fact that he is an in11) and listens to Earth, Wind and
ternational student ~· living .in Fire and popular tunes on the radio.
America. This, however, may be
As for the -students' reactions to
partly due to the fact that' a large him, · Scott said, "It was difficult to
percentage of Aquidneck students say how they felt, they tend to hide
are also from foreign countries. '
their feelings at first. ·But' it was
Since he just moved to Aquidobvious their attitude at the
neck, he has yet to meet many oi the beginning wasn't too good.. Once
students. 'Tm just beginning to get they realized we were here just to
to _know. them," said Behrouz, but make things more enjoyable for
this is not a sit_uation that will last them though, they did begin to be
for long, . since. he is an outgoing much more friendly."
person. Once ~his fellow Aquidneck
Three new Ras. Thr~e people,
residents do- become acquainted
each · with their -ow.n . unique perwith Behrouz .. they will learn many
sonality and particular strange
interesting things about him. For quirks. There is Don, who has ari
example, they will discover that he
inordinate pride in a.blue-shag toilet ·
enjoys jazz and classical music, and
cover that he owns, Ther.e is
perhaps even that .he wears a size 8 . Behrouz, with-his odd juxtaposition
shoe. ,
of muskal tastes. And finally there,
When Scott was describing his
is - Scott, with his pre-occupation
first night on the third floor, he- with naked windows.
pointed out one very interesting
The one thing the three of. them
characteristic about himself. "From . have in common is their deterliving at Ramada last semester; I
mination to excell in their newly
was used to a very low nois.e level. So appointed positions. And 'Yith tire- ' ·
when I got here, every noise I heard,
determination they all show, there is
I'd jump_!c!p to set'. what it was." But,
a very good chapce they will do just
wh}le talking, Scott conveyed a-very - that.

:~~~t ~heo~~~~
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one was around. They could very
e~ily h!lve closed up the whole
bottom part of the Student Center if
•they needed security.", Nott claimed ihe reason the door
Was · n.o t reused was · because the
_frame ~as holding up the inner wall,
iind could not be removed.
,, Nott also claimed that while he ,
did not know the Inner, wall was to
be dismantled, this had no effect on
the construction. "We.. .knew the
windows .wouldn't fit ft om the very
beginning," he stated. .E:Ie 'lilso
. WBI Nqtt, Dkector of the
claimed that the change inplans
Physical Plant. " resulted in "no time delay."
·
_ The old windows· and the door·are projects, said Nott. "None oflt will
now being stored. for use in future ll()t--be used," he said.

Dean Search Continues
cqntlnued froin page 1 _
Degree' at Providence College.

Bre&ks Fot Hoc\{ey

The~ _ second candidate', Paul
Langello, is the area coordinator in
the Ac-counting and Finance
department. He graduated ·from
Bryant College with a B.S. - in
Business Administration and -from
New York University with a M.A. in
Education.
The · third candidate, Joe
Neuschatz,.. is the coordinator in the
.Psychology area. He graduated from
·Brooklyn College with a B.A. in
Psychology and History, and from
Boston College with a M.A. in
General
and
Experimental
Psychology.

Some of the highlights; of the '
season include the opening game-of
·. the season. Against a strong New
continued from page?
Even though the record qoes not Hampshi!e College _tea!ll, RWC
show· it, many of the team members came up JUSt short, losmg 5:4.
feel that the team has 'been playing
An?ther · exciting_ game · was
well enough to be- playing .500 RWC_s. 7-6. overtime. l~ss to
hockey, had the brea~sjust gone the Soutliern Mame. The highlight of
· the game was .a four goal ef!oti by,
other way.
As it stands now the first line of John Snyder, and '-five assists by
the team consists of Ha~ry Cushing, . Harry {:ushin~ . .
.
- RWC has tWo candidates from
John Snyder, and David Inman; · ~Rother thr~llmg_ ovei:time game, outside the imme<fui.to-· \!t>1Iege
with Greg Vaslet and Bob Ahern on this- one _endmg m 1 victory, was 'community, although they are both
'defense'.
·
RWQ's defeat of Stonehill, 3-2. · pa~ time teachers of the college.
Tue second-wave consists of Scott Trailing 2-1 wit)l just 40 seconds on
,
Bush, Chip Bruce, and Raul Perria; the clock, Harry Cushing knoc_ked
Scott Hareley attended The
with Bruce Iadicicco on defense.
in the puck to .send the game mto School_ of Social Work at West
The third Jin~ is -made up of overtime. At 4_:33 of the overtime Virginia -university,
and the
.Danny Murphy, Gary Berg, and p~ri°?, John S_nyder sco~ed the Graduate School of Community
Alan Rotat<1ri. The goalies are Drew wmn~ng goal with <ill assist from Planning at the University of Rhode
Murphy, Greg Newkirk, and Jim. Cushmg.
Island . .He is associated ,with the
Heil. The team is coac~ by Dick
R~5= also defe~ted Clark ~ollege - Central Falls Community Mental
Reniere.
bya score of 7-4. Spearheadmg the Health Center, and he is an inThe leading scorers on the team victory was David Inman with _two structor of Urban Affairs at RWC.
.
, Guy McCann attended ·St. Peters
are as follows: Harry Cushing - 9 goals and an assist.
goals, 14 assists, 23 . · · ·points; John
The RWC Hockey team has e1~ht College where he received his B.A.
Snyder - 11 goals, 6 assists, 17 · games left, and hopes to fims~ in Social Science, and Fairfield
'Points.; David Inman - 4. goals, 11 strong this year. The team has been University where he received ·a M.A.
assists, 15 points; Raul Perreia - 8 pleased with the good support at the in Communications. Quy taughi-at
goals, 4 assists, 12 points; and Greg games by the student body, an~. the University of Bridgeport in the
Valelet ' - 2 goals, 10 assists, 12 · with five home games left;,hopes for - Journalism department for the-past
'
six years.
'
points.
continued fine turrt-outs. _
'

c

0tp·and GOw11
· Graduating students who have not received a form by mail tO apply
.for'a cap and gown for the May 26. 1979 _Commencement ceremony
shc.iul~ contact Betty Swindle at the office of the Dean of the ~ollege. ·
The:-:: otlke ' is located on the second- floor of the' Administration
Buildiri~. and the phone number is (x2270J.
·

·

JOAN· SAVIANO'S1

.

VILLAGE TOYOTA-PEUGEOT\...

.

SERVING YOU AT kOGER WILLIAMS COlLEGE
Factory Trained Technicians ·
FREE Safety & Winter ,lnspe(.tion
PLUS COLLE.GE. DISCOU~T~ on Repairs of All Makes of ~ars
BRING YOUR COLLE.GE l.D._
New 1978/1979 Toyotas At Super Deal Prices

,

- .I

GREGORY , JAMES ~:::ts
PECK

MASON · 2.25

. lAuRtNa
OLM ER

i

Child. 1
1.50

.-THEBOYS
FROM-BRAZIL

A Great Selection of All Kinds of USED' CARS
Ranging From- Very lriexpe'nsive to Expensive
-At SPECIAL COLLEGE DISCOUNT PRICES

*

*

I

~

Mal<~ Sure Your'.

*

. Car ls Jn J op Condition
- Before
The Big Snowstorms Hit

*

---

